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Detection and quantification of different metal ions are of considerable interest to the researchers 

of chemical, biological and environmental sciences.1 Rhodamine derivative are potential candidates as 

chemosensor for different metal ions because these compounds have long absorption and emission 

wavelengths, high absorption co-efficient and quantum 

efficiency, and good tolerance to photobleaching.1 

There are reports of some rhodamine 6G based 

chemosensors for a variety of cations. Depending on 

the substituents, X and Y (Scheme), the derivatives are 

selective for Fe3+, Hg2+, Zn2+, Al3+ or trivalent cations.2  

Here we have synthesized two more 

derivatives, HL-t-Bu and HL-CHO and characterized 

them by different standard methods including single 

crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. We wanted to check 

the effect of substitutions on the metal ion selectivity. 

Interestingly, HL-t-Bu serves as a fluorescent dual 

sensor for Zn2+ and Al3+ ions in 10 mM HEPES buffer 

in methanol/water mixture (9:1, pH=7.4) with well 

separated excitation and emission wavelengths. 

Fluorescence intensity of it at 457 nm increases by ~7 

folds in the presence of one eqv. of  

Zn2+ ion when it is excited at 370 nm. Upon excitation 

at 500 nm, emission intensity of the probe at 550 nm increases massively in the presence of one eqv. of 

Al3+ ion. However, HL-CHO has been found to be fluorescent chemosensor for trivalent cations, namely 

Al3+, Cr3+ and Fe3+ ions in 10 mM HEPES buffer in methanol/water mixture (7:3, pH=7.2). Fluorescence 

intensity of this probe at 550 nm increases significantly in the presence of each of these cations when it is 

excited at 500 nm. No other metal ion could interfere in the identification procedure for either of the probes. 

Quantum yields of both the probes enhances significantly in the presence of each of the metal ions.  

Rhodamine derivatives are, generally, colorless and non-fluorescent when the spirolactam ring is closed 

and they are pink in color and strong fluorescent when it is in ring open form.  In the presence of Al3+, Cr3+ 

or Fe3+ ion, the probe is pink and highly fluorescent indicating that the metal ion is able to open spirolactam 

ring of HL-t-Bu or HL-CHO. However, Zn2+ is not able to open the spirolactam ring in HL-t-Bu, but it is 

coordinated through phenolic oxygen and imine nitrogen (salicylaldehyde unit) of HL-t-Bu leading to the 

restriction of PET and imposing CHEF to enhance the emission intensity of the probe. 1H NMR, FT-IR, 

elemental analysis and pH dependency studies support these mechanisms of fluorescence enhancement of 

these probes. Limit of detection values are in the nanomolar range for both of the probes showing very high 

sensitivity of the probes. The probe has been used in cell imaging studies for the cations.  

Substitutions such as electron pushing or withdrawing groups on the rhodamine derivatives have 

great influence on metal ion selectivity. However, the effect of these groups cannot be generalized. May be 

more instances are required to draw a conclusion.   
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